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Company news  
 

Barratt Developments (BDEV, 697p, £7,096m mkt cap)  

UK’s biggest housebuilder by volume. FY (Jun) trading update. Guidance: adj PBT “anticipated to be marginally 

above the top end of the range of market expectations” (consensus, £878m). Trading: Unit completions, 

17,243 (+37% vs FY 20; -3.4% vs FY 19), “ahead of previous guidance”; ASP +3.1% c. £289k (H1, £283.5k; H2, c. 

£295k). YE net cash, c. £1,315m (YE 20, £308, YE 19, £766m), “ahead of previous guidance, reflecting the 

timing of land expenditure and the delivery of additional completions”. Forward sales, 14,334 homes (14,326; 

11,419). Private ASP +6.1%, due mainly to underlying house price inflation. Net private reservation rate, 0.78 

per site per week (0.60; 0.70). Following the return to the land market in August 2020, the group has secured 

land approvals “ahead of expectations whilst maintaining discipline and selectivity in land purchasing”. 

  

M Winkworth (WINK, 188p, £24m) – PERL provides research services to Shore Capital on this stock 

Franchised estate and lettings agency, focused on London and SE. Dividend announcement and special 

dividend. A second quarterly special dividend will be paid, 2.6p, following a special dividend of 1.3p in Q2 21, 

and a Q2 21 ordinary dividend of 2.2p will be paid, matching that in Q1. This brings ordinary and special 

dividends in H1 21 to 8.3p (H1 20, 3.08p). Guidance: Results for FY 21 will exceed market expectations 
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following “an exceptionally strong performance in the sales division in the first half of 2021, with preliminary 

figures indicating that network sales revenues exceeded those achieved for the whole of 2020. While the 

directors anticipate a slowing of activity in sales in the second half of the year following the progressive 

withdrawal of stamp duty relief, revenues from rentals are running at a similar level to 2019 and ahead of 

2020”. Outlook: “Our priority remains rebuilding our completion volumes back to FY19 levels in FY22 and 

thereafter delivering sustainable growth towards our medium target and current capacity of 20,000 homes 

over the next three to five years. In order to deliver this growth we will be investing in additional work in 

progress and seeking to increase average site numbers. We have acquired land in recent years at a minimum 

gross margin of 23% and through our continued focus on operating efficiencies and optimising our 

performance, we continue to target a minimum 25% ROCE”. Viewpoint: Britain’s biggest housebuilder has 

headed back into the land market and has for the time being shifted the emphasis away from returns of 

surplus capital to paying ordinary dividends (with a FY cover of 2.5x earnings). In the conference call, David 

Thomas was uncharacteristically upbeat for a housebuilding CEO in praising government planning policy: 

“planning consents have been coming in at unprecedented levels” and this was despite Covid. Materials and 

land price inflation had become more of an issue, but should be offset by house price inflation - arguably not a 

luxury smaller developers with less buying power will share. FY results, 2 September. 

 

The PRS REIT (PRSR, 106p, £525m) 

Closed-end real estate investment trust (REIT) investing in private rental sector (PRS) family homes provided 

by Sigma Capital Group (SGM).  FY (Jun) update. Number of homes completed +11%, 3,984; estimated rental 

value (ERV) +13%, £37.5m; number of contracted homes -29%, 1,096; ERV -32%, £10.8m; occupancy, 98%. 

Trading: “Construction activity continues to progress well, with 394 new rental homes added to the portfolio 

in the fourth quarter”. Outlook: “Demand for homes remains strong, and rent collected in the period (relative 

to rent invoiced in the period) was 98.4%. As the size of the portfolio grows, total arrears continue to remain 

very low at £0.4m at 30 June 2021”.   

 

SIG (SHI, 48p, £566m)  

Supplier of energy efficiency and specialist building materials to trade customers across Europe. HY (Jun) 

trading update. Guidance: H1 21 u-lying op profit c. £13.5m, “better than previous expectations”; FY profit 

outlook raised. Trading: H1 revs +33% vs FY 20 and +1% vs FY 19, reflecting “the ongoing positive impact of the 

group's Return to Growth strategy, and has been supported by continuing robust demand in the repair, 

maintenance and improvement segments in most markets. LFL sales vs FY 19: -19%, UK Distribution; +14%, UK 

Exteriors; EU, +7%; Group +1%. Net debt: £58m (pre-IFRS 16); £284m (post-IFRS 16). Outlook: “The return to 

profitability in H1 was faster and more significant than previously expected and we exited the first half with 

strong demand conditions and the benefits of the Return to Growth strategy coming through clearly. The 

effectiveness of our supply chain management and commercial agility give us confidence entering the second 

half, albeit we are mindful that the potential impact of material shortages could be more significant should the 

situation persist for an extended period. As such, we retain a cautious view of H2 at this stage.  However, 

providing there is no significant disruption in coming months, we continue to expect H2 to be both profitable 

and cash generative”. HY results, 21 September. 



 

Economic data  
 

House prices. Average UK house prices increased by 10.0% over the year to May 2021, up from 9.6% in April 

2021, ONS (link). The monthly increase of 0.9% in May took the UK average to £255,000, nearly returning to 

the March 2021 record of £256,000. Average house prices increased over the year in England to £271,000 

(9.7%), in Wales to £184,000 (13.3%), in Scotland to £171,000 (12.1%) and in Northern Ireland to £149,000 

(6.0%). London continues to be the region with the lowest annual growth (5.2%) for the sixth consecutive 

month.  

 

 

 

 

In other news … 
 

Housing market. Buoyant Fulham market explored as a microcosm of more well-heeled Londoners’ ‘race for 

space’, favouring houses rather than flats, FT (link, paywall). In the first five months of the year, the number of 

house sales in the SW6 postcode was 59% higher than in the same period in 2019, according to LonRes; rental 

volumes are coming back too.   

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/housepriceindex/may2021
https://www.ft.com/content/0ea92b76-162d-41b4-8c50-88d75c9dfb58
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